
“When and where” 
 
 
Before I embark upon this light-hearted essay, I’d like to dedicate it to my good friend, Diane 
Backes.  She is also our office manager.  Vanna, as I call her, has simplified my life.  Just the 
other day, she took it upon herself to right my “sinking ship” as it were.  Vanna has long known 
about my shortcomings and inadequacies.  Mercifully, she extended a kindness and a service to 
me, which I am confident, will change my life for the better. 
 
Those two words, “when” and “where”, in and of themselves are not too terribly complicated 
words to understand.  For years however, they have tripped me up.  Although I’ve known ahead 
of time that I was supposed to be somewhere at a certain time, I often fail to appear or I’ll show 
up at the wrong time or at the wrong place. 
 
It all came to a point last week.  I had stopped in to the offices of my financial planner for my 
appointment.  My representative politely dismissed himself from a meeting with other clients to 
greet me.  He asked me if I remembered that we had changed our appointment from April 1st to 
April 6th?  Since it was April 1st, he was not expecting me.  I told him that I had “just now” 
remembered that fact.  I guess that explained why his office staff did not call me the day before to 
remind me of my appointment.  Duh.  I’m happy to say that I did manage to show up on time on 
April 6th as scheduled. 
 
Upon returning to the office immediately following that false alarm visit, I discovered in reading my 
notes at my desk that I was scheduled to be at a manufacturers site the next morning, bright and 
early, for an open house.  Had I not returned to the office to read that, I would have forgotten to 
show up the next morning where I was expected.  This has been the story of my life. 
 
With all of the electronic gadgets and computerized personalized devices available to modern 
man, I should be in total control of my whereabouts at all times.  Quite frankly, I don’t like all that 
stuff.  It’s far too complicated.   My cell phone is the simplest of designs with minimum 
functionality.  Even at that, I still have trouble remembering my phone number or knowing how to 
answer the thing when it rings.  Entering data into the phone is an overwhelming, time consuming 
challenge, one I avoid.  I’m not connected with Wi-Fi, BlueTooth, USB, ESP, or even LSD. 
 
I have an equal dislike for “sticky notes”.  The ink always smears, the paper curls, and the 
stickiness is short-lived.  Having these notes plastered all around the house to remind me of 
things isn’t my idea of good taste in interior design.  After showing up when and where I wasn’t 
supposed to be last week prompted Vanna to dash out and personally select a swanky new 
weekly planner for me to use.  It opens to reveal each month at a glance as well as pages with 
daily and weekly entries.  It may not be electronic, but it appears to be effective.  I’m making it a 
point to write down everything that has a time or day assigned to it.  It’s a whole new me! 
 
I fully expect my life to dramatically improve.  Surely my nickname will change from, “Bonehead” 
to “Mr Punctuality”.  What do you think?  Is it possible to teach this old dog a new trick?  I guess 
time will tell.  No longer will I forget to go to that wedding (sorry, Annie) or that dance recital 
(sorry, Michaela).  I shouldn’t be showing up at appointments on the wrong day anymore.  People 
won’t be taking taxicabs because “you-know-who” forgot to pick them up.  I think I’ll nominate 
Vanna for “Employee of the Decade”!   
 
Even in this 21st century where things are beginning to resemble the futuristic look of the 
”Jetson’s”, some of our old-fashioned methods are still reliable and appreciated.  Writing things 
down in a planner is helping me.  Speaking of old-fashion, sending someone a thoughtfully 
handwritten letter says more than a digital text message with butchered abbreviations.  Ringing 
someone up to talk personally can mean more to them than an email hastily typed and sent. 
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You won’t see me walking or driving around with a transmitter/receiver gadget stuck in one of my 
ears, blabbing away into thin air.  I refuse to be interrupted by vibrating or ringing pocket phones 
and PDA devices reminding me where to be and when to be there.  As I alluded to in a previous 
essay, I think it’s possible to get “too digital” and “too electronic”.  People have become prisoners 
to their PDA’s and phones.  Their machines are doing all of the thinking.  Brains are turning to 
mush for lack of activity.   
 
Armed with my simple new planner, I can take a look at the beginning of my day to see what’s on 
tap.  Then, I’ll do my best to remember what I’ve just read and hopefully show up, on time.  Since 
it does not run on batteries, I guess it will never lose its memory with a power loss.  There is no 
“delete” button on my planner either.  There’s no danger of me accidentally pressing, “delete” and 
erasing everything I’ve entered.  I’ve been known to do that on occasion. 
 
My planner will only be effective if I take the time to write down the scheduled events and look it 
over each day.  Hopefully, this exercise of writing, reading, and making preparations will help my 
limited capacity brain to be more productive.  I can now be more accountable with my time.  
These are benefits I’m looking forward to.   
 
I’ve changed my mind.  I nominate Vanna as “Woman of the Year”!!  Are you with me on that?  If I 
am scheduled to meet with you sometime or visit you or perhaps pick you up, look for me to be 
“when” and “where” I am supposed to be.   
 
See you, later.  I mean that.  Thanks, Vanna. 
 
 


